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Meetings - Courses - Seminars

Design by C+B Lefebvre
PATENTED PRODUCT EP 2 992 779
The shape of the tabletop allows various compositions: the 3.4.5 tables can be lined up or grouped by 3, 4 or 5 (or more) to form coherent groups and adapt to the teaching approach.

Our tables are eco-designed and manufactured in France. Design by C+B Lefebvre.
Meeting furniture comprised of modular tables that create a dynamic working environment

The 3•4•5 Program

Designed for single use. With these tables, you are free to create coherent configurations according to your needs. The shape of the tabletop allows various compositions:

- The 3.4.5. table system offers a new approach to the meeting room, serving as a teaching aid for a range of course formats. Their shapes make it possible to create various room configurations for different educational activities.

The 3.4.5 tables adapt to all learning experiences by encouraging strong interactions between participants or groups of individuals.
Meetings - Courses - Seminars Range

Standard tabletops:

- Dimensions:
  - 68.5 cm x 73 cm

PRM* tabletops:

- Dimensions:
  - 76 cm x 81 cm

Legs**:

- Dimensions:
  - Ø 3 cm 76 cm
  - Ø 199 cm

Colours:
- Tabletops available in 60 colours
- Edges available in 5 colours
- Legs available in 46 colours

Materials:
- Tabletops finished with 21 mm thick laminate or 19 mm thick melamine on both sides (tabletop customisation option)
- Legs: epoxy tube
- 2 mm thick polypropylene edge

*Persons of reduced mobility, only available in T6
**Total dimension with tabletop
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